It is well known that the Koszul complex Rx*,...,s of an ideal 7=(xi, • • • , xs) over a commutative ring R possesses the structure of an exterior algebra (see [3, p. 189] ). Use of this structure is avoided in [l] and [5] , but one can give easier proofs of some of the results by using it, e.g. the fact that the ideal 7 annihilates the homology of the complex (see [3] ). This note gives an easy proof of a more general result than in paragraph 2 of [2] or of a remark in [5, p. . The extra generality is necessary in the theory of multiplicities and Grothendieck groups developed in [4] . Our notation is that of [l] and [2] . We remark that the complex Ex:i,...,, = Rx-.i,...,,®rE has the structure of a graded left module over the exterior algebra Rx*,...,,.
The exterior product will be denoted AProposition. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with unit.
Let 7= (xi, • • • , xs)
. Let E be a finitely generated module over R. Let C be the complex Ex*,...,,. Let Cm be the subcomplex o/ C given by 0 -* 7*C. -> 7*+1Cs_i ->• ■ • ■ -*Ik+*Co -* 0.
Then there exists an integer n such that C(k) is acyclic /or all k>n. Note that no assumptions concerning finite length are made.
Proof. Let Zi be the cycles in d. Then Z,P>7*+*_iC,-are the cycles in 7*+*~*C,-. By the Artin-Rees lemma we may choose n such that for k larger than « Zir\Ik+s-iCi = I(ZirMk+s-i-1Ci), and we may certainly do this uniformly for all i. Let z be a cycle in Ik+3~'Ci. By the above, z= XX i x^i where aiEZirMk+s-i-1Ci.
Let Ui be the element of (Rx*,...,,)i such that d(u/)=Xi when x,-is considered as an element of (Rx-.i,---,s)o. Let w /.'_, Ui/\ai. w is in P+'-^Ct+i.
Q.E.D. 
